3RD ANNUAL
HORSES CONNECTING COMMUNITIES
ACROSS THE NAVAJO NATION

Diné College Rodeo Arena
Tsaile, AZ

SAT-SUN
JUNE 17-18

FOR MORE INFORMATION EMAIL
HORSESCONNECTINGCOMMUNITIES@GMAIL.COM

PRESENTATIONS
Traditional Horse Songs/Stories • Training • Lameness & Farrier Work
Safe Hauling Practices • Equine Behavior • Protecting Against Outbreaks

EVENT PURPOSE
This community learning space brings together college/universities, Navajo Professionals, and community members to honor the legacy by building community between horse lovers across the Navajo Nation. Join us for a day focused on horse health, horse songs/stories, and horse training.

OUR SPONSORS

THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
Cooperative Extension

THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
College of Veterinary Medicine

COLLEGE OF VETERINARY MEDICINE
AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY

Indigenous Resilience Center
Land Grant Office
Extension and Outreach